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FORTUNA*

We have virtually no external evidence on who Solinus was or where and when he lived. His Collectanea rerum memorabilium, also called De mirabilibus mundi and Polyhistor, must itself yield, through its text and early manuscripts, most of our evidence about this elusive author of geography whose work is totally informed by the miraculous.

*Mommsen's monumental study of Solinus was first published in 1864 and remains the standard work. He had at that time discovered about 175 manuscripts, some fragmentary, excerpted, and epitomized. To this list I have added about 125 more, but I would judge the total number of extant exemplars to be at least 350, very few of which have been investigated for the evidence they could add to medieval and Renaissance geographical learning from their dates, hands, proveniences, scribes, and owners.

In investigating the earliest manuscripts, beginning with the ninth century, Mommsen discovered three classes, described in his edition

73
of 1895 (pp lix ff.): Class I, which seemed to be free of important interpolation and to be descended from an archetype predating the sixth century (R = Vat. lat. 3342, C = Monte Cassino, 391, N = Copenhagen Gl. Kgl. S. 444 fol.; H = Vatican, Pal. lat. 1568); Class II, an offshoot from Class I with its own variants (L = Leiden, Voss. lat. Q 37; M = Paris, lat. 7230; G = Wolfenbüttel, Gud. lat. 163 4°; and B = Basel, F II 33); and Class III, containing major revisions of the text (S = St. Gall, 187; A = Engelberg, 67; and P = Paris, lat. 6810).

From these and related early manuscripts and from the internal evidence of the text Mommsen decided that the Collectanea had perhaps been written by Solinus in the third century A.D., but that most of the early manuscripts were descended from an archetype of the mid-fifth century, because of a manuscript reference to Theodosius II. He then posited a revision by an imposter at the time of Isidore of Seville which ultimately provided the Class III variations. In the 1960s Hermann Walter produced evidence that the second version of the Collectanea was perhaps the work of Solinus himself.

The letter that prefaces the Memorabilia in the manuscripts of Mommsen’s Classes II and III is involved in the problems of the date of recension of the text; on its authenticity see Mommsen and Walter (Bibliography, below). This letter Mommsen described as Solinus Advento, but the name of the recipient had been variously interpreted by the early commentators. The incipits and explicitus of commentaries to the letter that have been found are given below, together with those for the commentary to the text of the Memorabilia.

Only internal evidence can give us any clues to Solinus himself, but he appears to have been Italian, perhaps from the city of Rome, since he begins his work with Rome’s origins. Part of Mommsen’s proof of the date of Solinus lay in his use by other late classical authors, especially in Apuleius’ Florida, Ammianus Marcellinus, Martianus Capella, Priscian’s translation of Dionysius Periegetes, and Isidore of Seville. In the fourth to eighth centuries Solinus was also used by such writers as Augustine, Jordanes, Vercundus, Aethicus, and Paulus Diaconus. In the seventh century the letters of Aldhelm of Malmesbury mention him, and in the eighth he is quoted by the Venerable Bede. The geographical spread of these early users of Solinus prepares us for the widely separated areas from which our oldest manuscripts come. His popularity must have been established very soon after his own era, and he remained the chief Latin geographer to a millennium.

Our earliest extant manuscript is from the ninth century (Leiden, Voss. lat. Q 87); there is also a British excerpt, which may be either Solinian or Planian. At any rate, Solinus was used extensively in the ninth century by the Irish monk Dicuil in his work of history and geography, as well as in the De situ orbis by the author known as Anonymus Leidensis from the present location of his manuscript (Leiden, Voss. lat. F 113). At the same time Solinus was known to Heiric of Auxerre and to Walfrid Strabo at St. Gall.

From the tenth century fifteen extant manuscripts attest Solinus’ importance. Of these the St. Gall and Engelberg codices mentioned above remain where they were copied; Paris, lat. 7230 is from St. Denis; Paris, lat. 7230A is signed by one Waldiaudus Clericus; Vat. lat. 3342 was copied at Monte Cassino; and Oxford, Bodl. Auct. T.2.28 has been connected with Fleury.

Adam of Bremen’s famous history and geography used Solinus in the eleventh century, as did the verse epitome composed by Theodoric of St. Trond and found in mss. Brussels 8891 and 10712–13. He was also used by Petrus Damianus. Of the twenty full manuscripts and excerpts that survived from that century, not all known to Mommsen, one is from the abbey of Nonantola (Rome, BN Sess. 17), one from the abbey of Saint-Mihiel (Saint-Mihiel, 42, lost in 1914), and one from the abbey of Bury St. Edmunds (Cambridge, Clare College, fragments), surely a brief summary of the medieval geographical distribution of Solinus. Another manuscript (Leiden, Voss. lat. Q 29) is signed in Greek by one Dodo.

The thirty-five extant manuscripts from the twelfth century must represent an apogee in the fame of Solinus, before his credibility was weakened by the widening dissemination of new geographical learning. In this century his influence is found in the world map of Henry of Mainz, and an abstract of his work made by Petrus Diaconus is preserved in Monte Cassino, 391. He was also translated into French by Simon de Boulogne, of Gisnes, for Balduin of Flanders. Solinus’ work was used by a wide variety of writers, who include William of Conches,
Gottfried of Viterbo, William of Tyre, Henry of Huntingdon, Fulcher of Chartres, Alexander Neckam, Alain de Lille, and Guido de Bazoches.

The thirty-five twelfth-century manuscripts of Solinus include several Montpellier ms.s., one from Clairvaux (Montpellier 121), Although no complete commentary is known from that century, London, BL Cotton, Cleopatra D. I contains, on fol. 254, a lengthy marginal note on the “three floods.” Two manuscripts of the twelfth century (Florence, Laur. S. Marco 209, and London, BL Egerton 818) later belonged to the library of Coluccio Salutati.

We have about forty extant manuscripts of Solinus from each of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries but as yet no survey of his use in literature, which must have been extensive. In the thirteenth century his work was preserved in the Hereford map and the Ebstorf map, both already outdated by new cartographic developments in Italy. In addition to Coluccio Salutati, several owners and scribes of the fourteenth century are known, and for the first time there is an extant Spanish manuscript (Paris, lat. 1702), written at Toledo and Cedillo. The codex El Escorial, g. III 5, which contains two copies, one having belonged to M. Dandulus and the other to P. Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, is of Italian origin. Finally, Basel F II 33 is of exceptional importance for so late a date, for Mommsen used it among his codices of Class II; it also contains many marginal notes and several marginal geographical diagrams.

The fifteenth century of course saw the explosion of manuscript copying in Italy, so it is not surprising that there are about one hundred extant manuscripts of Solinus from that century, about half of Italian provenience. But in this century Pomponius Mela, first disseminated by Petrarch, caught up with Solinus in popularity and was to supersede him in the following centuries (see CTC, V, 257–85). We have many Solinus manuscripts but to date no account of his use in the literature and learning of the Quattrocento, and we know surprisingly few scribes or owners of codices. Among scribes are Baldasar Rubeus of Genoa (London, BL Add. 17409), N. de Mezquez (Paris, lat. 6843), Gregorius Hyadertinus de Pasinis (Milan, Ambr. I 118 sup.), Willemenus de Predio (Harvard, fMs tpy 1964), and Gerardus de Campis (Harvard, lat. 274).

With the coming of print to Italy, Solinus was soon issued in the new medium, the editio princeps being produced by Nicholas Jenson at Venice in 1473 (HC 14877). There are at least eight more incunable editions, but there is no present inventory of printed versions, and I have not yet solved some of the problems in the eighty-five editions I have located. Solinus presents special bibliographical difficulties, partly because there are no previous studies and partly because after the fifteenth century he had lost preeminence to Mela and was seldom printed alone or as first author in a composite volume. Of the incunabula, one was printed at Parma by A. Portilia (HC 14878), others at Rome and Paris. An undated Milan edition, adjudged to be 1474 (HC 14873 = H 14875), with a preface by Bonino Monbrizio, contains the text that remained most popular in Italy. A 1498 Brescia edition by Jacobus Britannicus (HC 14884) was edited by Bartolino d’Atri from conjecture and earlier editions rather than manuscripts. Finally, in 1500 at Bologna (HC 14886), Filippo Beroaldino produced an emended text which had far less impact on future editions than its editor deserved.

The sixteenth century produced few new manuscripts of Solinus but at least fifty printed editions of the text as well as translations and some distinguished commentaries. In 1503 Mariangelo Accorso produced his Diatribe to Ausonius, Solinus, and Ovid, which combined textual criticism with more general commentary. Presumably in the same year, Josse Bade (Ascensius) produced an edition, first printed at Paris, which was reprinted several times at Paris and Speyer and at least once (1512) at Bade’s own press. A 1510 Pesaro edition was edited by Alex. Gaboardus Turcellanus. The most famous collection is the 1518 Aldine at Venice, presumably edited by Francesco Torresani and containing a number of geographical works, with Solinus second to Mela. This work was reprinted in its entirety by the heirs of Filippo Giunta at Florence and by Alessandro Paganino at Toscolano; Palau y Dulcet has recently introduced evidence that Paganino may have been the original editor rather than Torresani (see CTC, V, 264).

The next two decades saw editions of Solinus produced at Paris by Simon Colinaeus and Christian Wechel, at Lyons by Sebastianus Gryphius and the heirs of Simoneus Vincentius, and at Cologne by Eucharius Cervicornus, but the most interesting Solinus studies were at Basel. There editions with commentaries by
Sebastian Münster and Johannes Oporinus were printed by Michael Isingriniius, Henricus Petri, and Rupprecht Winter, but all of the Basel commentaries were printed anonymously.

Whereas Accorso's *Diatribae* at the opening of the sixteenth century was in part a commentary, the first full-scale commentary was that of Johannes Camers, printed by Singrenius at Vienna in 1520, the same year Singrenius first produced Camers' text of Solinus. These printings appear to represent the printer's attempts to appease Camers, who was incensed that Singrenius had printed the commentary to Mela of his former student, Joachimus Vadianus of St. Gall, in 1518 (see CTC, V, 265–69). The Swiss humanists were, however, unsatisfied with Camers' commentary and tried for more than twenty years to have Vadianus also comment upon Solinus, which he never did.

After 1550 the number of printed translations continued to increase, but two fine editions of the text also appeared: that of Elias Vinetus from now-lost Bordeaux manuscripts, printed in 1554 at Poitiers, and that of the young Jesuit Martinus Antonius Delrio, printed by Plantin at Antwerp in 1572 and reprinted by Henricus Stephanus in 1577. Sebastianus Henricpetrinus continued to print Mela and Solinus at Basel, but editions were becoming rare.

Solinus appears to have been translated first into French, since Simon de Ghisnes presumably prepared a translation for Baldwin de Flandres in the twelfth century, but there is no known source for the anonymous French excerpts printed in *Les merveilles du monde* in 1529. In the sixteenth century there were three translations into Italian, that of Nicodemo Tagli of Siena remaining only in manuscript, Florence, Ricc. 1617. In 1559 the translation of G. V. Belprato was printed at Venice, and in 1570, an anonymous *Delle cose maraviglione*. In the same century C. de las Casas produced a Spanish translation, printed at Seville in 1573, and the renowned Arthur Golding, whose work was known to Shakespeare, produced *The excellent and pleasant worke of Julius Solinus Polyhistor* in 1587.

At the century's close, in 1600, J. van der Heyden produced the first translation of Solinus into German (see Translations below).

Among the famous sixteenth-century owners of Solinus manuscripts were Willibald Pirckheimer (London, BL Arundel 5), Janus Parrhasius (Naples, BN IV.D. 16), the duke of Altemps, and Cardinal Sirleto (Vat. Barb. lat. 63).

About the end of the sixteenth century there was a collation of ms. Paris, lat. 6831 with the edition of Vinet by Jacques Bongars (Bern, W 35), and there are notes to Solinus by Isaac Casaunob in a Stephanus edition in Cambridge, Nn VI, 6.

The early seventeenth century brought a sudden revival of interest in Solinus. The commentaries of Draud and Grassier appeared in rapid succession in 1603 and 1604 respectively, and in 1629 the monumental study on Pliny and Solinus of Claude de Saumaise was published at Paris. More exhaustive than brilliant, it was Saumaise's *magnum opus* and is not yet completely superseded. It probably also launched the study of the Latin geographers at Leiden and helped to cause the celebrated Vossius/Gronovius feud over Mela a half-century later (see CTC, V, 261). Jacobus Gronovius also produced notes on Solinus, contained in Leiden, Gron. 90. Among distinguished owners of this period was Lindenbrogius (Copenhagen, Gl. Kgl. S. 443 fol.).

After Saumaise, the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries brought less than a dozen editions of Solinus, mostly from Holland and Germany. There are also extant notes by Francis Oudendorp (Leiden, Oud. 15) and anonymous annotations in a 1526 Iunta edition in Leipzig, Rep. I. 8. 89. In 1777 Andreas Goezius published his revision of Saumaise at Leipzig, and the final Solinus edition of the era was printed in 1784 at Zweibrücken. It is perhaps remarkable that an author who describes a race of men with but a single foot, which could be used for shade, and another that once enthroned a dog as king, should have proved so durable.

The nineteenth century brought the monumental work of Mommsen on the text and earliest tradition, which inspired a flurry of more specialized textual studies in the fifty years before World War I, especially in Germany and Italy. Since that time, interest in Solinus has usually centered around limited questions, often of geography or single sources or influences, except for Walter's reconsideration of the stemma in the late 1960s. Most of the manuscripts and large areas of the tradition have never been approached; I hope that in the future I can contribute much more to a tradition so important to the history of geography.

Mommsen also pointed out the existence of
two spurious works, one or the other being included in several Solinus manuscripts. One is a twenty-two-line poem in hexameters which deals with fishing and is known as the Pontica. It is rendered in far too sophisticated a poetic style to have been the work of the author of the Marvels of the World. Another very short prose work is appended to at least two Solinus manuscripts, Leiden, Voss. lat. Q 56, S. XV, and Copenhagen, Gl. Kgl. S. 443 fol., S. XIII. Mommsen called it Norwegiana from its opening word, Noruweghe.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**

**I. Editions**

The text of Solinus has been printed more than eighty times, but there is as yet no inventory of these editions. I am working on such an inventory, but a difficulty arises because Solinus is almost never the first author in volumes containing several works. The most important editions since 1600 are as follows:


G. F. Muratori, De situ orbis libri III, ad fidem Tauchnitziensis editionis. Caii Iulli Solini Polyhistor, ex recensione Ioannis Francisci Muratorii (Turin, 1858).


**II. Translations**


**III. General Works**

The following works contain bibliographies which are exhaustive for older publications:


**IV. Specialized References**


COMPOSITE EDITION

1557, Basileae (Basel): per Henrichum Petri. This edition contains the commentary of Camers and the anonymous (Oporinus) commentary to the first twelve chapters. Graesse, VI, 432; NUC. BL; BN; (InU).

GENUINE WORK

I. COLLECTANEA RERUM MEMORABILIAM

COMMENTARIES

I. Johannes Camers

This voluminous commentary, dated 1520, attempts to give all parallel references from ancient literature and myth to Solinian places. Dedication. (ed. of Vienna, 1520). Ioannes Camers ordinis minorum artium et sacrae Theologiae doctor praestantissimo ac doctissimo viro domino magistro Stephanus Verbeucio Pannonio, inclyti Hungariae regni maiestatis locum tenenti, perpetuum felicitatem deprecatur et optat. [Inc.]: (fol. A2b) Miraberis forsitam, Stephane humanissime, Solinianos nuper a me aeditos Commentarios primo aspectu contuens, quod Camers tuus sacris ab ineunte aetate litterae ac religione institutus, in senectam iam vergens, hosce labores professione ipsa mea multo inferiores hoc praesertim tempore susceperim susceptosque et absolutos in manus tandem hominum tuo auspicio emittis sustinuerim. . . . Non pauci nostris quoque temporibus viri etiamnum Ecclesiastici, et apprime in sacriss litteris eruditi, politiora studia nedum amplexi sunt sed et illustrarunt [ed. illustrarum] quidem: Bessarion Cardinalis, Campanus, Sipontinus, Ioannes Pannonius Novem ecclesiensis [in the Yale copy corrected to Quinque ecclesiensis] conterraneus tuus Praesules, Barbarus Hermolaus Plini instaurator unicus et Patriarcha, qui Solini saepe utitur testimonio. Marcus Musurus Episcopus Hierapetrensis ac Archiepiscopus Monembasiensis novissime vita functus, cum quo (mentiar utinam) verendum est ne litterae Graecae, quae cum eo repulsionem aedes iterum repetat consuetum. Huius (horresco repeten) extant plures ad me epistolae Graeco ingenio dignae amicitiae et charitatis plenisima. . . . Non possum non meminisse saltem paucis Re- verendissimi Domini Ioannis Turzonis Vratislaviensis praeuliscet ac principis illustrissimi, qui

There follow eight short poems with the following titles [A5–A6b]: Theodoricus Kaner sacrae theologiae doctor, Zaracoviensis episcopus ac Novaevivitatis electus antiquissimae; M. Thomas Resch Vienensis ecclesiae Canonicis, sacrae theologiae licentiatus, Poeta laureatus; Caspar Ursinus, doctor et poeta; alien eiusdem; Philippus Gundelius Pataviensis Lectori; Alexandri Brassicani Constantini Philosophi Poetae et Oratoris Laureati in Narrationes D. Cameris in Solinium Epigrammata; Huldrichi Fabri Rheti Carmina pro nova Solini editione; Franciscus Lado Siculus Transylvanus ad Lectorem. These are followed by Lucas Alantse Bibliopola Civis Viennensis, Studiosis Salutem [Inc.]: (fol. A7) Cum semper alias pro virili mea annixus sum, studiosi, uti optimos quoque auctores cura impensisque meis vobis publicarem, tum praecipue hoc spero a me praestitum . . . . . . [Expl.]: modo scioc liqquid est meae opera boni a vobis consultum iri. Valete et me amate. There follows (A7b—A8) Solini Vita per Ioannem Camerem aedita.

Commentary, Iulius Solini Auto suo s.p.d. [Inc.]: (fol. [8]b) Quoniam quidam. ] Conqueritur hac epistola Solinus quosdam impatientius potius quam studiosius opusculum nondum absolvutum intercipere proespera . . . . . . [Expl.]: Eodem te locum habuit.] Alter est, cui librum Solinus inscrispit, ab eo, ad quem epistolam hanc cum castigato opere destinavit, quod non advertunt, qui utramque epistolam ad Autium scriptam existimaret.

Memorabilia. Ioannis Cameris ordinis Minorum, bonarum artium ac sacrae theologiae doctoris eximii, in Iulium Solinium narrationes. [Inc.]: (p. 1) Cum et aurium.] Ex Horatii praecepto in arte Poetica dat amico suo bonarum artium studioso opusculi sui supremum examen. (I. 1) . . . . . . [Expl.]: (p. 336) Ad nuncupationem suam congruere insularum qualitatem. (56, 19). Supra dixerat. De harum nominibus expectari magnum mirum reor, sed infra famam vocabuli (ed. vocabula) res est. FINIS.

Following the commentary there is an index followed by an explanation: [Inc.]: (fol. CC3) Scio quosdam contracturos frontem, quod in iis Soliniaris commentariis nostris tam frequenter Magnus Albertum coargerim. Id autem ea ratione factum sciant, ne scilicet quæmiam pulchro allectum nomine falsum pro vero vel contra . . . . . . [Expl.]: Vellem Alberti secta- tores tam gratum eis authorem in manus summerent, eumque tandem quacumque ratione ab erroribus vendicarent. Sed reor hoc laboriosius multe esse quam vel Iovi fulmen, vel Herculi clavam subtrahere.

Editions:
1520, Vienae Austriae (Vienna): per Ioannem Singrenien. Panzer, IX, 43, 235; Graesse, VI, 431; NUC. BL; BN; (C)Y; NNC; DLC; InU).
1557. See above, Composite Edition.

Bibliography:
See CTC, III, 54. Add to the Bibliography:
L. Dienbauer, Johannes Cameris der Theologie
UND HUMANIST IM ORDENSKLEID. BEITRÄGE ZUR ERFRUCHT DER GEGENREFORMATION UND DES HUMANISMUS IN WIEN (VIENNA, 1976).

2. MARIANGELUS ACCURSIUS

THE DIATRIBAE OF ACCURSIUS ARE PRIMARILY CRITICISMS AND EMMENDATIONS OF THE TEXTS, BUT SO MANY NOTES AND QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER AUTHORS ARE USED THAT THEY SERVE MORE AS COMMENTARY THAN TEXTUAL CRITICISM, AS ACCURSIUS HIMSELF STATES. THEY ARE DATED NOVEMBER 13, 1521 (ON THE DIATRIBAE, SEE ALSO CTC, IV, 201–2).

DEDICATION: (ED. OF ROME, 1524). MARIANGELUS ACCURSIUS IOANNI ALBERTO ET HUMPERTO GERMANIS FRATRIBUS MARCH. BRANDENBURGEN. [INC.]: (FOL. A2) HUMANI ESE ARBITOR INGENI, PRÆSTANTES ANIMI PRINCIPES, UT QUESQUE QUISQUE STUDIO PUBLICE PROFUTURA LITERIS MANDARE DECREVERIT, EGO SIBI UNUM ALTERUTRUM CONSTITUE, QUAERUM IUDICIO EA IPSA COGNOSCENDA DEFERANTUR. . . . AGGRESSI ITAQUE SUMUS IN AUSONII POETAE NON INCELEBRIS ALIORUMQUE NON NULLUM CODICIBUS ERRAT PLURIMA RUINASQUE CELSSIMAS INSTURARE . . . . [EXPL.]: HOC FORTASSE MINUS ARGUENDI SINT, QUOD AB IPSIS QUOQUE ORYSIS DAMNANDOS SE ATQUE ERREOR FATENTUR SUUM.

COMMENTARY. DIATRIBAE IN C. IULI SOLINI POLYHISTORIA. [INC.]: (FOL. K6) [DJE HERCULIS SACCELLO, ROMAE IN FORO BARIO, OLM ET MUSCIS ET CANIBUS INACCESSIS. CUM VEXATIONEM SACRIFICIIS DARET. CAETERIUM, EX PLEISQUE MANUSCRIPTIS, EMENDANDUM: CUM VEXATIONEM SACRIFICIIS DARET, MYAGRUM DEUM DICTUR IMPRECATUS. QUANQUAM NON DISSIPULAMERIM, IN CODES UNO VATICANAE BIBLIOTHEA. NON MYAGRIUM, SED MYARMETH INVENIUNT, MUSCARUM PRINCIPIUM COMPOSITIONE SANE NEC REMOTA NEC ILLEGITIMA.

NEC MULTO POST DE NATALI URBI ROMAE, IOVE IN PISCIBUS, SATURNIO, VENERE, MARTE, MERCURO IN SCORPIO, SOLE IN TAURUS, LUNA IN LIBRA CONSTITUTIS. EADEM QUAE SOLINUS, SEMPRONIUS QUOD DE DIVISIONE ITALIAE ET ORIGINE URBI MEMORIAE TRADIDIT. IURE VERO MALE AUDIAT UTERQUE, SI VEL TARRIUM DUCEM QUEMLIBET EREGRIUM SEQUITUS, NULLA MATHESIS ULTERIORE CURA, SIDERUM ETIAM PRIMORDIA URBI ROMAE INVIDERIT. CONSTAT ENIM EX PLIN. CIC. MARCIANO. PTOL. CAETERISQUE (1, 8–19) . . . . [EXPL.]: (FOL. P2B) NEQUE ENIM CANARIA SOLA EST ACCIPienda, SED FORTUNARUM QUELIBET. QUOD ET DE NOVISIMIS SOLINI VERBS EXPRIMITUR. IDEOQUE NON PENITUS, INQUIT, AD NUNCUPATIONEM SUI CONGRUIRE INSULARUM QUALITATEM. (56, 17–19).

EPILOGUE. [INC.]: (FOL. Q6) TESTUDO. [F]ABULAM SPONDENTI AUREAM NON FUIT OILIM VITIUM INTER AMICOS ASSEM PETERE. . . . (FOL. R1) FANDO SIBI IAM OLIM AUDITUM, FABRITIUUM VARANUM, CAMERTUM ANTISTITUM (SUA CUIUS, NON ALTERIUS DOCTRINA, PLINIANUM POTUSSIT INDICEM, IAM AEIDITUM EXCRIBI COLLIGIQUE PARITER DIGLAGIANTUR) COMMENTATIONES IN AUSONIUM POETAM CONCINNASSE. . . . QUASI VERO COMMENTARIA, NON CASSATIONES IPSI CONSCRIPERIMIT. . . . LAURENTII VALLENSIS LIBROS DE LINGUA LATINA ELEGANTIA INVENTOS OLIM IN GERMANIA COMMINSUNTUR. ET QUOD ESSENT LITERIS IAM FUGIENTIBVS AC FATISCENTIBVS, VIX CERTIS COGNITUM INDICIS, TAMEN COGNITUM ASCONII PEDIANI OPUS ESSE. PICO MIRANDULAE IN LIBRIS ADVERSUS ASTROLOGOS VIX QUIQUE QUAM INQUIVNT PRAETER STILI CURAM ESSE. EOS NAMQUE TITULO CUISUDAM TRANSLAPIN HOMINIS CUM FLORENTIAE ADHUC EXTEMPERIT, UBI IN POLITIUM MODUM REDEGISSIT, SUPPRESSISSIT, OMNIQUE SILEN- TIO INVOLVIT. QUO IN FURTO FABRUM ERASMUSQUE DEPREHENSUM, REUM DEFERUNT. IOVIANUM ETIAM PONTANUM QUAEAM CICERONIS VOLUMINA IN CASINATUS MONITIS NON INCELEBRIS BIBLIOTHECA COMPERISSE. . . . HERMOLAUM BARBARUM, IN PLINIO CASTIGANDO, TAM FREQUENTER IPSUM AB EIUS ANAGNOSE CASTIGATUM TOTQUE LOCIS AB STUDIOSA, QUAE FREQUENTARETUR, OMNI VENETA COHORTAE ADIUTUM, VIX TERTIAM SIBI PARTEM FuerIT FACTUS REliquam, SI VEL SALTAM GRATUS IN PROFITIENDO, PER QUOS MAXIME PROFecerit, ESE VOLUSSUM. IAM VERO DE POLITIANO DICERE, QUID INTEREST? . . . . [EXPL.]: (FOL. R4) SIC UT IN FIDEM FACIANT, OMNEMQUE VITAE FABULAM ABSOLVANT. IDIB. NOVEMB. M.D.XXI/

EDITION:
1524, ROMAE (ROME): IN AED. MARCELLI ARGENTEI. WITH DIATRIBAE TO AUSONIUS AND OVID. NUC (S.V. ACCORSO, MARIANGELO). BL; BN; VATICAN; ICN.

BIOGRAPHY:
SEE CTC, IV, 202.

3. JOHANNES OPORTINUS

THIS COMMENTARY CONSISTS OF NOTES UPON WORDS, GRAMMATICAL FORMS, AND PARALLEL REFERENCES IN OTHER LATIN AUTHORS. IT IS UNDATED BUT IS PROBABLY FROM ABOUT 1542. THERE IS NO WAY OF
judging the original length of the commentary, for there are two differing printed versions drawn from chapters I to XII of Book I.

The earlier version, printed anonymously, covers chapters I to VI and part of VII. It is unated, but the edition of Mela and Solinus in which it is found is probably from about 1542 (see Milham, "Oporinus, Olivarius and Pomponius Mela," Basler Zeitschrift für Geschichte und Altertumskunde LXXX [1980], 133–43). Oporinus is identified as its author by Conrad Gesner in Bibliotheca Universalis (Basel, 1545), 446, in which the printer is also identified as Winter (p. 568).

The second version of 1595 is also anonymous but is ascribed to a *vir quidam doctus*. This version omits the first part of chapter I, selects from the rest of the notes in the earlier version, and adds notes for chapters VII to XII. This seems to indicate that Oporinus' somewhat longer original notes, be they marginalia or manuscript, had passed to Petri's press and had been excerpted by Sebastian Petri in a different selection than Oporinus himself, or his brother-in-law Winter, had made about 1542.

a. Version of ca. 1542

*Commentary* (ed. of [Basel, ca. 1542]).

Solinus Autio suo s. [Inc.]: (p. 206) Ut de ipso autore aliquid in medium proferamus, locus plane videtur exigere, in ipso adeo operis ipsius limine . . . / . . . [Expl.]: *Quae improbavimus* [sic.] Alibi legitur. Quae probavimus, quod magis placeat.


*Editions:*

[ca. 1542, Basel: Winter]. With the text of Mela. Adams M1061; Graesse, V, 104; NUC. Basel OB; BL; (NN; NNC).


1543, Basileae (Basel): apud Michaelem Isingrinium. With the text of Mela. (This edition carries the incipit of Oporinus, and selections from his notes are interlarded through chapters I and II of what is otherwise Münster's commentary.) NUC. BL; BN; (NNH; InU).

1557. See above, Composite Edition.

b. Version of 1595


*Edition:*

1595, Basileae (Basel): per Sebastianum Henricpetri. With the text of Mela. Graesse, VI, 432; BL; BN.

*Biography:*

See CTC, V, 276.

4. Sebastianus Munsterus

This extensive commentary gives much background material from a wide variety of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew sources, with special emphasis upon ancient history, customs, and scientific practice. Published anonymously in 1538, it is identified within the text as the work of Sebastian Munsterus and contains many of his maps. Because the preface is unsigned and merely descriptive of the volume, Munsterus cannot be assumed as its author. In the edition of 1543, the commentary has the incipit of Oporinus (see above p. 80), and some of his commentary is interlarded through chapters I and II, but the incipit of Munsterus is found at l.13, and all of his text is given. The edition of 1543 also adds the letter to Autius, not printed in the 1538 edition.

a. Edition of 1538

*Memorabilia* (ed. of Basel, 1538). Enarratio capitis primi. [Inc.]: (p. 1) Voluit Iulius Solinus ea quae diffuse et sparsim per alios tradita erant de mirabilibus mundi, hic simul et compendiose perstringere, ut esset liber ister veluti optimo conspersus fermento, quod exiguum pastae portionem in magnam massam intumescente facit, idemque a tenui loquacitatis bractea longe abesset, quae praeter tenuitatem aut inanitatem ipsam aliiu nihil habet . . . . (p. 46) Et ego Munsterus hic Basileae agens . . . . . . [Expl.]: (p. 149) Silurus vero piscis est magnus, non absimilis ei quem sturionem vocat, qui in Nilo
Aegypti flumine frequens est, et in Danubio quoque nonnunquam inveniri perhibetur. (56.18) Polyhistoris Caii Iulii Solini una cum scholiis finis.

b. Edition of 1543

*Commentary* (ed. of Basel, 1543) *Iulius Solinus Autio suo s.* (fol. B6b) Ut de ipso autore aliquid in medium proferamus, locus plane videetur exigere, in ipso adeo operis ipsius limine . . . [Expl.]: [Eodem te locum habitum.] Alium esse, cui librum Solinus inscriptit, ab eo, ad quem epistolam hanc cum castigato opere destinavit, hinc manifeste colligitur, quod non animadvertunt qui utramque epistolam ad Autium scriptam existimant.

*Editions:*


1543, Basileae (Basel): apud Michaelem Isinrinium. With the text of Mela. Graesse, VI, 431; Burmeister, 173; NUC. BL; BN (NN; InU).

*Biography:*


5. Georgius Draudius

This voluminous commentary was published in 1603 in three separate parts, all of which were printed and paid for by Saurius and Schönwetter respectively, but which may now be found in libraries in a single volume or in the individual parts.

a. Pars prima


*Preface: Solinus Autino salutem.* Used as preface without commentary. (**3** and 3b)

*Commentary: [Inc.]: (p. 2) Roman* (I.1) Roma urbs quae totius propemodum orbis olim caput erat, post Evandri et Aeneae adventum hoc nomine primum dici coeptit (1.1) . . . [Expl.]: (p. 678) Marmor generat eximium, testi etiam Idis. lib. 15 (11.26).

b. Supplementum

*Dedication: Admodum reverendo nobili et clarissimo viro D. Balthasari Wigando, J.U. Doctori, reverendissimi atque illustrissimi Principi Balthasarar, Abbatis Fuldisensis Cancellario et Consiliario intimo, domino et Mecenoati suo observandiss. M. Georgius Draudius, P.M.C. [Inc.]: (fol. 2) Etsi perpetua planeque immu-
tabili naturae lege admodum reverende et clarissime Domine Cancellarie, ita comparatum sit, etsi vero superiori hyeme Commentationes hasce in C. Iulii Solini memorabilia subsevisivis illis ac pomeridianis fere horis absolvire decreveram, cum tamen materia amplior esset, quam ut tam brevi temporis spatio atque opera prope tumultuaria absolvì possèt, ac subinde inciderent quaedam, quae ut Annotationibus meis insererentur, digna videbantur, proinde subsistendum omnino fuit et quae restabant [sic], in aestatem differenda . . . . . . [Expl.]: (fol. 4b) Illud dumtaxat etiam atque etiam rogans, ut animum meum, praestantiam tuam studiose reverentem, boni meusula, atque hoc loco tui compellationem pro humanitate tua dextra accipias. Vale, vir amplissime et me dilige. Data Megacarbae 20 Junii, Anno 1603.

After the dedication, there begins chapter XXXVII (Africa).

Commentary. [Inc.]: (p. 9) Maiiores nostri, ut refert Orosius, totius terrae circulum Oceani limbo circumseptum triquetrae esse figuerae statuere, eiusque tres partes, Africam, Asiam, et Europam . . . . . [Expl.]: (p. 312) et quoniam Bellerophen Glaucli filius montem hunc habitabilem reddidit, Chimaeram fingitur occidisse. Ignem eius accendi aqua, extinguig vero terra aut foeno, Cnidius Ctesius tradit.

c. Pars tertia

Dedication. Amplissimo prudentissimo atque integerrimo viro Dn. Rolando Krugio, illustrissimi principis ac domini, Dn. Ludovici senioris, Hsissae Landgravii etc. in Comitatu Niedensi, praefecto vigilantissimo, Domino et fatoeri suo observando offert M. Georgius Draudius P.M.C. [Inc.]: (p. 2) Ad te quoque itur, humanissime vir, non qui nemini obtrudi possit, sed quod nemini magis volo. Quid enim? Ego te tacitus hic omittam . . . . . . [Expl.]: (p. 4) et hoc ipso tum sit adversus omnium calumnias omnes arbitrator. Vale, vir amplissime, et me dilige. Datae in Megacarben, ipso Iacobi die, Anno 1603.

Commentary. [Inc.]: (p. 5) Anacreon (40. 6). Poeta Lyricus, ex Teio Ioniae civitate, ut scriptis ita et tota vitae genere supra modum lascivus . . . . . [Expl.]: (p. 179) Vulgo Galii nautae eum Lepic de Tanariffe appellant. Caeterum Teneriffe [sic] ea creditur esse, quae a veteribus Nivaria dicitur (56. 17).

There follow the Centones, pp. 180–276, which is a separate work on marvels perhaps inspired by but not about Solinus.

Edition:
1603, Frankofurti (Frankfort a. M.): apud Ioannem Saurium, impensis Theobaldi Schönwetteri. NUC. (CU; CtY; MH).

Biography:
Georgius Draudius (Georg Draut) was born January 9, 1573, at Dauernheim in Hesse and died in 1635 at Butzbach, also in Hesse. He studied at Marburg, receiving the baccalaureate and title Magister in 1589. In 1590 he went to Frankfort (Main), where he became a corrector for the printer Nicholas Bassaeus. Later he was self-employed at Herborn for a few months but returned to Frankfort to work for Feyeraub. In 1599 he became a pastor, at Karben until 1614 and at Ortenburg 1614–25. In 1625 he returned to Dauernheim, but in 1635 the invasion of imperial troops drove him to Butzbach, where he died.

Works: He wrote Theses physicae de mundo (Marburg, 1591); the preface to Heilbrunner's Schwemckfeldo-Calvinismus (1598); Bibliotheca exotica (1610) and Bibliotheca classica and Bibliotheca librorum Germanorum (1611). He also translated into German and Latin two tracts of Botero (1602) and Agapetus' Schedia Regia (1615). He wrote scholia to Donatus (1605) and edited Hippolytus a Collibus' Fürstliche Tiscreden (1617).


6. Johannes Jacobus Grasserus
This lengthy commentary, dated 1604, was the last to appear before the definitive work of Salmisius a quarter-century later. It is marked by its credulity.


Preface. (fol. [Xs]) C. Iulius Solinus Autio suo s.p.d. Used as preface without commentary. Grasser considers chapter I as part of this letter (fols. Xs,b, Xs). There follows a poem (fol. Xs) Cl. Viro Iacobo Grassero, Poetae Caesareo, signed lac. Lectius. 

Commentary. Iacobi Grasseri Poetae Caesarei In C. Iulii Solini ΠΟΛΙΤΗΣΙΑ Emendationes et Notae Lectori utilissimae. In caput primum. [Inc.]: (p. [2], misnumbered 4) a Halicarn. lib. I. Evander ex Palantino urbe Arcadica, annis LX. ante res Trojanas in haec Italiam loca navigavit (l.1) . . . / . . . [Expl.]: (p. 195) deinde cum monstra illa putredine tabe facta sunt, omnia illicit infici tetro odore, ideoque non penitus ad nuncupationem suam congruere insularum qualitatem. (59.19) FINIS.


1609, Lugduni (Lyons): apud Claudium Largot. With the text of Mela. Graesse, VI, 432. BN.


Biography: Johannes Jacobus Grasserus (Johann Jacob Grasser) was born February 21, 1579, at Basel and died there March 21, 1627. He studied in France and for three years was a professor at Nîmes. In 1607 at Padua he received the titles of Count Palatine, Knight, and Roman citizen. He later made a journey to France and England, returning to Switzerland, where he ultimately became a pastor at Bennweil. He dedicated his Solinus (1605) and his Schatzkammer (1610) to the senate of Basel, for which he is said to have received fifty florins and to have been promised the first ecclesiastical post to become vacant. In 1613 he became pastor of St. Theodore’s in Basel. At one time he was briefly employed by King Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden.

Works: He wrote Theses physicae de mundo (Basil, 1600); Italianische, Fränzösische und Englische Schatzkammer (1610); De antiquitatiibus Nemausensibus dissertatio (1617); Chris tenliches Bedenken über gegenwartigen Cometen (1618); and Schweizerisch Heldenbuch and Itinerarium Historicum-Politicum (1624). He translated Waldenser Chronik (1623) and edited Statius’ Opera (1609); Acontiuss’ Stratagemata Satanae (1610); Michalo’s De moribus Tar tarorum et J. Lascius’ De diis Sarmogitarum (s.d.); 2d ed. in Herburt’s Chronicon, 1615) and Gualterius Chabotius’ notes to Horace (1615). There are unpublished letters preserved in the epistolary collection of the Öffentliche Bibliothek der Universität, Basel.

Biography: P. Freher, Theatrum virorum erudit. clar. (Nuremberg, 1688), 432; Hist. Biogr. Lexicon der Schweiz, III (Neuenburg, 1926), 638; Hoefer, XXI, 709; Jöcher, II, 1145; H. J. Leu, Schweitzer Lexicon (Zurich, 1754), VII, 114, Suppl. II (Zurich, 1787), 589-92; Michaud, XVII, 375-76; H. Witte, Diarium biographicum (Danzig and Riga, 1688-91); Zedler, XI, 611-12.
SPURIOUS WORKS

II. PONTICA.

This twenty-three-line hexameter poem is considered too sophisticated to have been written by the author of the Wonders of the World. It is found in only a few mss. of Solinus and has no commentaries before 1600. It is discussed and edited in the edition of Solinus by Mommsen, pp. 233–35 (see Editions above) and in Pauly-Wissowa, XLIII, 26, “Pontica.”

III. NORWEBIANA.

This chapter on northern geography is found at the end of only two mss. of Solinus (Copenhagen: Gl. Kgl. S. 443 fol. and Leiden, Voss. lat. Q 56). It is discussed and edited in the 1895 edition of Solinus by Mommsen, p. 236 (see Editions above). There are no commentaries before 1600.